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Abstract
We analyze the Vec(S1)-modules of linear differential operators between spaces of tensor densities
on S1 in the singular case where the projective subalgebra does not act semisimply. We compute
bases of these modules which are as close to projectively split as possible. These bases are realized
as deformations of appropriate bases in the regular case, using a generalization of the projectively
invariant Bol operator. This allows us to compute the action of Vec(S1) in terms of our bases and to
give a formula for composition in terms of them based on the regular composition formula of Cohen,
Manin, and Zagier. We conclude with remarks on writing the singular composition formula in terms
of singular analogs of transvectants.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The complex Lie algebra Vec(S1) consists of the polynomial vector fields on the circle.
In this paper we analyze its action on modules of differential operators on tensor densities.
Specifically, we study the singular case where the Casimir operator of the projective
subalgebra does not act semisimply. We write V for Vec(S1) and en for the monomial
vector field zn+1d/dz, so {en: n ∈ Z} is a basis of V with brackets [en, em] = (m−n)en+m.
The projective subalgebra of V is Span{e−1, e0, e1}, the space of infinitesimal linear
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C.H. Conley, M.R. Sepanski / Advances in Applied Mathematics 33 (2004) 158–191 159fractional transformations. It is isomorphic to sl2. Under its action the tensor density
modules are principal series representations, so its Casimir operator acts on them by
scalars.
The regular case has been studied by many authors, including Cohen, Manin, and
Zagier [5], Lecomte and Ovsienko [13], Gargoubi [10], and the first author [6]. There
the projective Casimir operator acts semisimply and the space of differential operators has
an essentially unique projectively split basis. A formula for the action of V on this basis is
implicit in [5], and two different explicit forms are given in [6,10]. Here we compute the
action of V on a basis in the singular case which is as close to projectively split as possible,
in the sense that it is compatible with the projectively indecomposable summands.
In order to completely determine this singular projective basis, it is necessary to require
that it satisfy additional conditions. We give the two most natural ways to do this. One is
to require that the singular 1-cochains in its V-action are relative with respect to the affine
subalgebra Span{e−1, e0} and have parity under conjugation of differential operators. The
other amounts to averaging the first over the Cartan involution.
A naïve approach to defining the singular projective basis is to evaluate the formula for
the regular projective basis at the singular values of the parameters. This fails due to the
presence of poles. Our technique is to modify the regular projective basis to one which is
no longer projectively split, but which is well defined in the singular limit. This limit is
then the singular projective basis, and we obtain the action of V on it as the limit of the
action of V on the modified regular basis. Correctly interpreted, this amounts to analyzing
the singular case by studying the Laurent series of the regular case at its poles.
In order to define our modified regular basis we use the generalization of the classical
projectively invariant Bol operator [3] to the unique affine-invariant pseudodifferential
operator, an important object in its own right. In the case of operators from tensors of
degree γ to tensors of degree γ + p, it is of order p. In this paper we consider only the
case p ∈ N, where it is a differential operator. Its symbol is invariant under V and it is
projectively invariant if and only if p is 0 or 1 − 2γ . For p = 1 − 2γ it is the classical Bol
operator and its domain and range are projectively dual.
To our knowledge the only other modern authors to treat the singular case are Gargoubi
and Ovsienko [10,11], and for Vec(Rn), Lecomte [12]. There is some overlap between our
results and those of [10], but his paper contains an error and his methods differ from ours.
He defines a singular projective basis and computes the action of the projective subalgebra
on it, but his formula for the action of V on it is incorrect. We will discuss his work in
greater detail in Section 9.
There are several applications and related projects, some of which we will elaborate
on in Sections 9 and 10. First, the main result of [5] is the formula for composition of
differential operators in terms of the projective bases in the regular case, along with an
explanation of its symmetries. Since we obtain the singular projective basis as a limit of
explicit linear combinations of regular projective basis elements, our results combined with
those of [5] yield a formula for composition of elements of the singular projective basis
with one another or with elements of the regular projective basis. The regular composition
formula is given in terms of transvectants, also known as Rankin–Cohen brackets; see [18]
for historical background and references. We expect that there is a more elegant form of the
singular composition formula in terms of the singular transvectants we define in Section 10.
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computed by Feigin and Fuks using the spectral sequence associated to the order
filtration [9]. The analogous cohomology groups of V have been the topic of several
papers, for example [4,17,19]. We have in mind a study of the cup product associated
to composition, which was begun in [6]. The cocycles are most simply written in terms
of the projective bases, so the composition formula of [5] and its singular analog will be
important tools in computing the cup product.
All of the same questions may be asked with Vec(Tn) or Vec(Rn) replacing V . In
this case [13] contains a partial description of the action of Vec(Rn) on the regular
projective bases. Since the projective subalgebra here is sln+1 and its affine subalgebra
is the semidirect sum gln ⊕s Cn, it may be possible to obtain a complete description by
generalizing the step algebra approach taken in [6] using the relative extremal projector
P(sln+1,gln) introduced in [8]. The relevant first cohomology groups are computed in [14]
and it would be interesting to compute the entire cohomology ring.
Finally, we mention that the affine Bol operator gives a unified proof of Martin and
Piard’s classification of the indecomposable modules of V composed of two tensor density
modules [17], valid in both the regular and singular cases. This proof can be adapted to
extend the results of [6] on regular length 3 modules to many singular cases.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2, 3, and 4, we review known results on
the regular projective bases. In Sections 5 and 6, we define the singular projective bases and
state our main result, Theorem 6.3, the formula for the action of V on them. In Section 7,
we define the affine Bol operator and use it to prove Theorem 6.3. In Section 8, we
determine which exceptional singular cases are “more regular” than usual and in Section 9,
we make various remarks. In Section 10, we give the singular composition formula, discuss
transvectants, and interpret our main theorem in terms of their singular analogs.
2. Regular projective bases
Throughout this paper we will work only with the algebraic tensor density modules and
not with their smooth counterparts. Our main results hold also in the smooth setting with
essentially the same proofs given here. In this section we define the regular projective basis.
Given any V-module W , write Wµ for its µ-weight space, the µ-eigenspace of e0.
Denote the projective subalgebra by a and its Casimir operator by Q. Thus
a = Span{e−1, e0, e1} ∼= sl2 and Q = e20 − e0 − e1e−1.
The algebraic tensor density modules are defined by A(a,γ )= Span{zλ−γ dzγ : λ ∈ a+Z},
where a and γ are complex parameters (in [9] A(a,γ ) is called F−γ,a−γ ). We write M
for the weight 0 tensor z−1dz, so Mγ zλ = zλ−γ dzγ has weight λ and tensor degree γ .
The action of V is en · (Mγ zλ) = (λ+ nγ )Mγ zλ+n. As mentioned in the introduction, the
restriction of A(a,γ ) to a is a principal series representation on which Q acts by the scalar
γ (γ − 1).
The A(a,γ ) are irreducible except for A(0,0) and A(0,1), which are of length 2. They
are inequivalent except for A(a,0)∼= A(a,1) for a /∈ Z and the obvious equality A(a,γ )=
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shown that together with the irreducible quotients of Verma modules they exhaust the
irreducible admissible modules of the Virasoro Lie algebra, the universal central extension
of V [15] (see also [16]). Second, they are precisely all of the deformations of the most
basic V-module, the polynomials A(0,0). Indeed, H 1(V,A(0,0)) is 2-dimensional and it
is well known that its elements are infinitesimal deformations of A(0,0). Here they all lift.
In our setting it is possible to treat all tensor density modules of a given degree γ
simultaneously by considering their algebraic direct sum
A(γ ) =
⊕
0Re(a)<1
A(a,γ )= Span{Mγ zλ: λ ∈ C}.
We denote the action of V on A(γ ) by πγ . Note that πγ (en) is the operator zn(πγ (e0)+nγ ).
For p ∈ C, let E(γ,p) be the module of differential operators from A(γ ) to A(γ + p).
We abuse notation by writing Mpzµek0 for the element M
pzµπγ (e0)k of E(γ,p), which
maps Mγ zλ to λkMγ+pzλ+µ. The set {Mpzµek0: µ ∈ C, k ∈ N} is a basis of E(γ,p). We
will make constant use of the order filtration Ek(γ,p) of E(γ,p), which is defined by
Ek(γ,p) = Span{Mpzµei0: µ ∈ C,0 i  k}.
The adjoint action σ of V on E(γ,p) is defined by σ(X)(T ) = πγ+p(X) ◦ T − T ◦
πγ (X). Our first lemma gives some elementary properties of this action. Its proof is
standard; for example, it follows easily from Eq. (1) of [7].
Lemma 2.1. The action of σ on Mpzµek0 is
σ(en)
(
Mpzµek0
)
= Mpzµ+n
[
(µ+ np − nk)ek0 −
k−1∑
i=0
(
k
i
)(
γ + i
k − i + 1
)
nk−i+1ei0
]
. (1)
This action preserves the order filtration Ek(γ,p). The subquotient Ek(γ,p)/Ek−1(γ,p)
is V-equivalent to A(p − k) by the map Mpzµek0 + Ek−1(γ,p) → Mp−kzµ, and so
Ek(γ,p) has composition series {A(p − k),A(p− k + 1), . . . ,A(p)}. For each weight µ,
the action of Q on the (k + 1)-dimensional µ-weight space Ekµ(γ,p) in the basis
{Mpzµei0: 0  i  k} is an upper triangular matrix with eigenvalues (p − i)(p − i − 1),
0 i  k.
There is a second basis of E(γ,p) in which some calculations are easier, namely,
{Mpzµ+kπγ (e−1)k: µ ∈ C, k ∈ N}. Elements of this basis may be written in terms of
the basis {Mpzµek0} using the formula πγ (e−1)k = z−k
∏k−1
i=0 (e0 − γ − i), which is a
consequence of πγ (e−1) = z−1(e0−γ ). Our second lemma gives the formula for the action
of Q in this basis. It is equivalent to the formula for the action of Q given in the remark on
the Casimir operator in Section 2 of [5]. Its proof is an easy exercise using Eq. (1) and the
fact that [e1, ek ] = k(2e0 + k − 1)ek−1.−1 −1
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σ(Q)
(
Mpzµ+kπγ (e−1)k
)= (p − k)(p − k − 1)Mpzµ+kπγ (e−1)k
+ (2γ + k − 1)(µ+ k − p)Mpzµ+k−1πγ (e−1)k−1. (2)
Consider now the restriction of the V-module E(γ,p) to the projective subalgebra a.
In most cases the order filtration Ek(γ,p) is a-split. More precisely, Ek−1(γ,p) admits a
unique a-invariant complement in Ek(γ,p) whenever the Q-eigenvalue (p−k)(p−k−1)
corresponding to the order k subquotient is distinct from the lower order eigenvalues. This
occurs unless k is one of p,p+1/2,p+1, . . . ,2p−1, prompting the following definition.
Definition. For k a non-negative integer not equal to p,p + 1/2,p + 1, . . . ,2p − 1, let
εkµ(γ,p) be the unique Q-eigenvector in Ek(γ,p) of eigenvalue (p − k)(p − k − 1),
weight µ, and symbol Mpzµek0. Set
Fk(γ,p) = Span{εkµ(γ,p): µ ∈ C}.
Henceforth we suppress γ and p when they are fixed by the context, writing simply E,
Ek , Fk , εkµ, etc. It is clear that when Fk is defined, Ek−1 ⊕ Fk is an a-splitting of Ek .
Moreover, one checks that
σ(en)ε
k
µ(γ,p) ≡ (µ+ np − nk)εkµ+n(γ,p) modulo Ek−1(γ,p) (3)
with equality for |n|  1 (in fact, Theorem 3.2 below shows that Eq. (3) holds modulo
Ek−2).
We now give the formula for εkµ(γ,p), first discovered in [5] and stated there in
increasing generality in Propositions 1, 3, 6, and 7. Henceforth it will be convenient to
use the notations[
z
z − n
]
= z(z − 1) · · · (z − n+ 1) and
(
z
n
)
= 1
n!
[
z
z − n
]
(the latter is the usual generalized binomial coefficient). A straightforward inductive
argument using Eq. (2) leads to the following proposition, which is equivalent to
Proposition 7 of [5] in the case that their parameter w is in N. We remark that an
extension of this result to Vec(Rn) was obtained independently by Lecomte and Ovsienko
in Theorem 4.1 of [13].
Proposition 2.3 [5]. For k 	= p,p + 1/2,p + 1, . . . ,2p − 1,
εkµ(γ,p) = Mpzµ+i
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)[
2γ − 1 + k
2γ − 1 + i
][
2k − 2p
k + i − 2p
]−1 [
µ− p + k
µ− p + i
]
πγ (e−1)i .
(4)
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and εkµ, followed by the definition of the regular projective basis.
Lemma 2.4. If p /∈ 1 + N/2 then Fk(γ,p) is defined for all k. In this case ⊕∞0 Fk is an
a-splitting of E, the set {εkµ: µ ∈ C, k ∈ N} is a basis of E, and the map
PS(γ,p) :E(γ,p)→
∞⊕
0
A(p − k)
defined by εkµ → Mp−kzµ is an a-equivalence carrying Fk to A(p − k).
Definition. E(γ,p) is regular if p /∈ 1 + N/2 and singular if p ∈ 1 + N/2. In the regular
case, {εkµ: µ ∈ C, k ∈ N} is the regular projective basis of E and the a-equivalence
PS defined in the last lemma is the regular projective symbol. In the singular case we
distinguish the integral singular case p ∈ 1 + N and the half-integral singular case
p ∈ 3/2 +N.
3. The regular action of V
One of the main theorems of [5] is a formula for εkµ(γ +p,q) ◦ εk
′
µ′(γ,p) in the regular
case in terms of εk′′
µ+µ′(γ,p + q), 0 k′′  k + k′ (see our Section 10). It is stated there in
increasing generality in Proposition 4, Theorem 1, and Eq. (5.7). It is simple to check that
πγ (en) = ε1n(γ,0), and so one can use their result to deduce a formula for the action of V
on the regular projective basis, i.e., a formula for σ(en)εkµ in terms of εiµ+n, i  k. Such a
formula was derived directly in Section 6 of [6]. We now recall it, phrased in terms of the
representation of V on⊕∞0 A(p−k) obtained from conjugating σ |E(γ,p) by the projective
symbol PS defined above.
Definition. In the regular case, let π(γ,p) be the representation PS ◦ (σ |E(γ,p)) ◦ PS−1 of
V on ⊕∞0 A(p − k). Regard π as an infinite block matrix with entries
πij :V → Hom
[
A(j),A(i)
]
for all i, j ∈ p −N.
In other words, define πij (X) to be PSi ◦ σ(X) ◦ PS−1 |A(j), where PSi :E → A(i) is the
A(i)-component of PS.
By the definition of π(γ,p), the formulae for σ(en)εkµ in terms of the εiµ+n and for
π(en)(M
p−kzµ) in terms of the Mp−i zµ+n are essentially the same. More precisely, if
σ(en)ε
k
µ =
∑k
i=0 fiεiµ+n for some scalars fi then π(en)(Mp−kzµ) =
∑k
i=0 fiMp−izµ+n
for these same scalars. Furthermore, fiMp−izµ+n = πp−i,p−k(en)(Mp−kzµ), so the
computation of the action of V on the regular projective basis amounts to the computation
of the πij . These matrix entries turn out to be differential operator-valued, and are
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the fact that E(j, i − j) is singular).
It follows from Eq. (3) that π is lower triangular (πij = 0 for i < j ) and its diagonal
entries πii are the standard actions πi on A(i). It will be useful to regard its lower triangular
entries as 1-cochains, and so we now briefly recall the language of cohomology. First, it is
well known that the fact that π is a representation is equivalent to the cup equation
∂πij +
∑
i>m>j
πim ∪ πmj = 0 for all i > j.
Second, for W any V-module and g any subalgebra of V , a W -valued n-cochain θ :ΛnV →
W of V is said to be g-relative if it is g-covariant and zero on g ∧ Λn−1V , i.e., if it
factors through to a g-map from Λn(V/g) to W . We write Cn(V,g,W) for the space of all
g-relative n-cochains.
The fact that the projective symbol is an a-equivalence translates to the statement that
the lower triangular entries πij are all a-relative. Therefore we now recall an important
definition and a lemma concerning a-relative E-valued 1-cochains. The proof of the lemma
may be found in [6]; it is easy except for the bound on the order of ∂βp .
Definition. For p ∈ 2 +N, let βp(γ ) be the Fp−2(γ,p)-valued 1-cochain of V defined by
βp(γ )(en) =
(
n3 − n)εp−2n (γ,p).
Lemma 3.1. The 1-cochain βp(γ ) is a-relative. In particular, for n  2 it satisfies
βp(en) = σ(e1)nεp−20 /(n − 2)!. The 2-cochains ∂βp and βq(γ + p) ∪ βp(γ ) are Ep−5-
valued.
Consider the space C1(V,a,E(γ,p)). For p /∈ 2 + N it is zero. For p ∈ 2 + N it is
2-dimensional and its elements are Fp−2-valued. Up to a scalar βp is its only element
whose coboundary is Ep−3-valued.
It is relatively easy to use this lemma and the cup equation to prove that πij is a multiple
of βi−j (j) for all i > j . With substantially more work one can compute the multiples. The
result is as follows (Eq. (5) corrects a misprint in Eq. (9) of [6]: the penultimate negative
sign there should be positive). As we have mentioned, it is implicit in [5] and different
explicit forms are given in [10] and [6].
Definition. Let γp = γ +(p−1)/2. For i, j ∈ p−N with i  j+2, define scalars bij (γ,p)
by
bij (γ,p) = 16 (−1)
i−j−1
[
p − j
p − i
][
2i − 2
i + j
]−1
×
{
1
2
(i − j)2 − 1
i + j − 1
[
i + j − 3
2j − 1
]−1 [2γp − j
2γp − i
]
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i−j−2∑
m=0
(
i − j + 1
m
)[
2j +m− 1
2j − 1
]−1 [ 2γp − j
2γp − j −m
]
× ((i − j −m+ 1)γ + p − i)}. (5)
Theorem 3.2. For E(γ,p) regular and i, j ∈ p−N, the matrix entries of the representation
π(γ,p) of V on⊕∞0 A(p−k) are as follows. The diagonal entries are πii = πi . For i < j
or i = j + 1, πij = 0. For i  j + 2, πij = bij (γ,p)βi−j (j).
Note that since πi,i−1 = 0, the length 2 subquotients Ek/Ek−2 are V-split. This leads to
the following V-invariant “double symbol.” The proof is an easy direct calculation which
does not rely on Theorem 3.2. We remark that the double symbol was discovered in [13]:
it is stated explicitly for Vec(Rn) in the case γ = 1/2, p = 0 in Corollary 7.4, and the
version we give is implicit in Lemma 7.9. The same paper gives the bij at i − j = 2 and 3
in Section 7.8 and their analogs for Vec(Rn) at i − j = 1 and 2 in Propositions 6.3 and 6.4.
For Rn with n > 1, the πij do not vanish on the first subdiagonal except in the special case
γp = 0.
Lemma 3.3. For k 	= p, define the double symbol DSk :Ek → A(p − k) ⊕ A(p − k + 1)
by
DSk
(
akM
pzµek0 + ak−1Mpzµek−10 + · · ·
)
= akMp−kzµ +
(
µk
2k − 2p(2γ + k − 1)ak + ak−1
)
Mp−k+1zµ.
Then, regardless of whether E(γ,p) is regular or singular, DSk is a surjective V-map with
kernel Ek−2. When εkµ is defined, DSk(εkµ) = Mp−kzµ.
4. Involutions
In this section we discuss the symmetries of π(γ,p) associated to the Cartan
involution and conjugation of differential operators. In Section 9 we discuss a further
symmetry arising from the non-commutative residue, a V-invariant bilinear form on
pseudodifferential operators.
The Cartan involution of V is θ(en) = −e−n. Given any representation π of V on a
space W , the opposite representation of V on W is πopp = π ◦ θ . The representations
πγ and πoppγ on A(γ ) are equivalent by the intertwining map Mγ zλ → Mγ z−λ, which
we also denote by θ . The representations σ and σ opp on E are also equivalent, by the
algebra involution Adθ (Mpzµek0) = Mpz−µ(−e0)k . For any E-valued cochain ω, we write
ωθ for Adθ ◦ ω ◦ θ . We leave the proof of the following lemma to the reader (to prove
Adθ (εkµ) = (−1)kεk−µ, use θ(Q) = Q).
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(−1)kεk−µ and βp(γ )θ = (−1)pβp(γ ).
In order to explain conjugation of differential operators, note that under the product
Mγ zλ · Mγ ′zλ′ = Mγ+γ ′zλ+λ′ the sum ⊕γ∈C A(γ ) is a commutative algebra on which V
acts by derivations. Since A(1) is the only tensor density module with a trivial quotient,
up to a scalar the unique V-map CR :⊕γ A(γ ) → C is defined by CR(Mγ zλ) = δ1,γ δ0,λ
(where δ is the Kronecker delta). In fact, since M = z−1dz this map is essentially the
classical residue map CR(Mγ zλ) = ∮
S1 M
γzλ/2πi .
The V-invariant form 〈Mγ zλ,Mγ ′zλ′ 〉CR = CR(Mγ zλ ·Mγ ′zλ′) on⊕γ A(γ ) defines a
V-equivalence C from the (admissible) dual A(γ )∗ to A(1−γ ). Conjugation of differential
operators is the map T → T C = CT tC−1, where T t denotes the transpose of T . For any
E-valued cochain ω, write ωC for the cochain obtained by composing C with ω. The proof
of the next lemma is also left to the reader.
Lemma 4.2. The differential operator conjugation C is an algebra anti-involution and a
V-equivalence from E(γ,p) to E(1 − p − γ,p), such that (Mpzµek0)C = (−e0)kzµMp .
For any E-valued V-cochain ω we have ∂(ωC) = (∂ω)C . Also,
εkµ(γ,p)
C = (−1)kεkµ(1 − p − γ,p) and βp(γ )C = (−1)pβp(1 − p − γ ).
In the regular case, consider the involution τ → τ C˜ of ⊕∞0 A(p − k) defined by
τ C˜ = PS(PS−1(τ )C). This map is a V-equivalence from π(γ,p) to π(1 − p − γ,p), and
the formula for εkµ(γ,p)C translates to (Mp−kzµ)C˜ = (−1)kMp−kzµ. This leads to the
following proposition, which is not at all obvious from Eq. (5). Its analog for Vec(Rn) at
p = 0 was discovered in [13] (Lemma 6.5).
Proposition 4.3. In the regular case, πij (1 −p− γ,p) = (−1)i−jπij (γ,p). Therefore the
scalars bij satisfy bij (1 − p − γ,p) = (−1)i−j bij (γ,p). In other words, as functions of
(γp,p) they are of parity (−1)i−j in γp. In particular, they are 0 when γp = 0 and i − j
is odd.
In both the regular and singular cases E(γ,p) is invariant under the conjugation C
precisely when γp = 0. Here E consists of the differential operators from A((1 − p)/2)
to A((1 + p)/2). These two tensor density modules are a-dual and have the same
Q-eigenvalue, (p2 − 1)/4. This case is important in the analysis of the action of V on
the singular projective bases so we distinguish it with a definition.
Definition. E(γ,p) is special if γp = 0.
In the special case E is V-split into the ±1-eigenspaces of C, which we denote by E±.
These two submodules are generally completely indecomposable. It would be interesting
to use them to study arbitrary deformations of the semisimple module with the same
composition series from the point of view of [2]. Note that in the regular special case,
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singular special case in Section 8.
5. Singular projective bases
In this section we define the singular projective basis. When E(γ,p) is singular and
p  k < 2p there are two occurrences of the eigenvalue (p − k)(p − k − 1) of Q on each
weight space Ekµ, corresponding to the subquotients Ek/Ek−1 and E2p−1−k/E2p−2−k .
Therefore we begin with the following definition.
Definition. For E(γ,p) singular and p  k < 2p, let Gk(γ,p) be the generalized
eigenspace of Q in E(γ,p) of eigenvalue (p − k)(p − k − 1).
Recall from Section 2 that Fk and εkµ are defined in the singular case for k < p and
k  2p. It is immediate that in the integral and half-integral singular cases we have the
following a-splittings of E, respectively:
E =
( 2p−1⊕
p
Gk
)
⊕
( ∞⊕
2p
F k
)
, E = Fp−1/2 ⊕
( 2p−1⊕
p+1/2
Gk
)
⊕
( ∞⊕
2p
F k
)
.
Whenever p  k < 2p, F 2p−1−k ⊂ Gk ⊂ Ek and Gk projects surjectively to Ek/Ek−1
with kernel F 2p−1−k . To put it differently, let εkµ be any element of Gkµ with symbol
Mpzµek0. This determines ε
k
µ up to addition of a multiple of ε
2p−1−k
µ , and Gkµ is 2-di-
mensional with basis {εkµ, ε2p−1−kµ }. We will see that in general Gk is an indecomposable
a-module and Q does not act on it semisimply. Therefore εkµ is a generalized eigenvector
of Q but not an eigenvector.
The singular projective basis is a certain specific choice of the εkµ with p  k < 2p.
Before defining it we prove Proposition 5.2, which holds for any choice. For this purpose
we now make a provisional definition.
Definition. Let E(γ,p) be singular. Any set {εkµ(γ,p): µ ∈ C,p  k < 2p} such that
εkµ is an element of Gkµ with symbol Mpzµek0 is a choice of the singular εkµ(γ,p). The
singular projective basis associated to this choice is the basis {εkµ(γ,p): µ ∈ C, k ∈ N}
of E(γ,p). The projective symbol associated to this choice is the linear isomorphism
PS(γ,p) :E(γ,p) →⊕∞k=0 A(p − k) defined by εkµ → Mp−kzµ. The representation of
V on ⊕k A(p − k) associated to this choice is π(γ,p) = PS ◦ σ |E(γ,p) ◦ PS−1.
As in the regular case, the calculation of the action of V on E in terms of a given
choice of the singular projective basis is equivalent to the calculation of the associated
representation π . Again we regard π as an infinite block matrix with entries πij :V →
Hom[A(j),A(i)] for i, j ∈ p − N. A symbol calculation shows that this matrix is still
lower triangular with diagonal entries πii = πi . However, in the singular case the projective
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all a-relative 1-cochains.
Proposition 5.2 proves that in certain regions of the lower triangle of the matrix π , the
entries πij are independent of the choice of the singular εkµ and are given by the formula
of Theorem 3.2. Before stating the proposition we define the relevant regions, along with
some others that will be important later on.
Definition. Let E(γ,p) be singular, make a choice of the singular εkµ, and let π(γ,p)
be the associated representation of V on ⊕∞0 A(p − k). We define the following regions
among its lower triangular entries πij with i > j :
• The lower regular triangle (LRT): {πij : j > 0}.
• The upper regular triangle (URT): {πij : i < 1}.
• The lower singular triangle (LST): {πij : j  0, i + j > 2}.
• The upper singular triangle (UST): {πij : i  1, i + j < 0}.
• The antidiagonal (AD): {πij : i + j = 1}.
• The sub-antidiagonal (AD−): {πij : i + j = 2}.
• The super-antidiagonal (AD+): {πij : i + j = 0}.
• The m-hook (m ∈ p −N, 1m):
{πij : either i m and j = 1 −m, or i = m and j  1 −m}.
For future reference, note that the m-hook comprises the entries on the two rays pointing
left and down from the AD entry πm,1−m. The m-hooks are disjoint and their union is all
of the lower triangular entries except those in the two regular triangles. Also, the UST is
actually an infinite trapezoid rather than a triangle; we use the term because it is an infinite
triangle in the pseudodifferential operator setting where π acts on
⊕∞
−∞ A(p − k).
The following schematic matrix illustrates the regions in the integral singular case; the
half-integral case is slightly different (see Eq. (9)). We only show the entries in the block of
π which maps
⊕4
i=−3 A(i) (the image of the subquotient Ep+3/Ep−5 under PS) to itself.
π ∼

π−3
URT π−2
URT URT π−1
URT URT URT π0
UST UST AD+ AD π1
UST AD+ AD AD− LRT π2
AD+ AD AD− LST LRT LRT π3
AD AD− LST LST LRT LRT LRT π4

Recall now the coefficients bij occurring in Theorem 3.2. The next lemma gives their
behaviour at singular values of p. Its proof is an easy calculation using Eq. (5).
Lemma 5.1. Fix k, l ∈ N such that k  l − 2 and consider the function (γ,p) →
bp−k,p−l(γ ,p). It is polynomial in γ and rational in p. It is defined at all regular values
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entry πp−k,p−l is in the LRT, the URT, the AD−, or the AD+. If on the other hand p is
singular and πp−k,p−l is in the LST, the UST, or the AD, then it has a simple pole at p.
We now prove that in the singular case the formula πij = bij βi−j (j) of Theorem 3.2
still holds in the LRT and the URT, no matter what choice of the singular εkµ is used. In fact,
in Lemma 6.4 we will use a different method to prove the stronger result that this is also
true on the AD− and the AD+. Thus we have the remarkable fact that πij = bijβi−j (j)
precisely when bij (γ,p) is defined. We include Proposition 5.2 at this point because its
proof is short and illustrates the main idea we will use later on: take the limit as the regular
case goes to the singular case. Like Theorem 3.2, different versions of Proposition 5.2 are
also proven in [5] and [10].
Proposition 5.2. Let E(γ,p) be singular and let p  k < 2p. The coset εkµ + E2p−1−k
is independent of the choice of εkµ. Modulo E2p−1−k , εkµ is given by Eq. (4) with the sum
running over 2p − k  i  k. In the LRT and the URT, πij (γ,p) = bij (γ,p)βi−j (j) for
all choices of the singular εkµ.
Proof. By definition, each singular εkµ is determined up to a multiple of ε
2p−1−k
µ and so
εkµ + E2p−1−k is completely determined. Moreover, εkµ + E2p−1−k is an eigenvector of
Q in E/E2p−1−k . Therefore the same calculation that proves Proposition 2.3 shows that
Eq. (4) holds for εkµ modulo E2p−1−k .
For the last statement, fix p0 ∈ 1 + N/2 and write   for the greatest integer
function. For any regular p, the cosets εkµ(γ,p) + Ep0−1(γ,p) with k > p0 − 1 form
a basis of E(γ,p)/Ep0−1(γ,p), and the εkµ(γ,p) with k  p0 − 1/2 form a basis of
Ep0−1/2(γ,p) (note that when p0 is half-integral, both subquotients include Fp0−1/2).
By the earlier statements of the lemma these bases are smooth at p = p0, and so the
restriction of Theorem 3.2 to E(γ,p)/Ep0−1(γ,p) and Ep0−1/2(γ,p) extends by
continuity to p = p0. This is the desired result. 
We now proceed to define our specific choice of the singular εkµ. Let us first remark that
we cannot define them by Eq. (4). Indeed, for p singular and p  k < 2p the coefficients
of Mpzµ+iπγ (e−1)i in this equation have simple poles for i < 2p− k (these poles become
removable singularities when we specialize to certain values of γ discussed in Section 8,
for example in the integral singular special case).
We begin by defining for each singular value p0 a modified basis of E(γ,p) for regular
values of p near p0. This is followed by a lemma proving that the modified basis is defined
in the limit p → p0. The section concludes by defining the singular projective basis to be
this limit. Note that Eq. (5) gives
b2,0(γ,p) = p(p − 1)
(
p + 1 − 12γ 2p
)
/12. (6)
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p0 < k < 2p0, define a modified basis {εp0,kµ (γ,p): k ∈ N,µ ∈ C} of E(γ,p) as follows.
For k < p0 or k  2p0, εp0,kµ (γ,p) is simply εkµ(γ,p). For p0 < k < 2p0,
εp0,kµ (γ,p) = εkµ(γ,p)−
bp−2p0+1+k,p−k(γ,p)
b2,0(p − k,2k − 2p0 + 1)
[
µ− p + k
µ− p + 2p0 − 1 − k
]
× ε2p0−1−kµ (γ,p). (7)
The case k = p0 is exceptional; we cannot use Eq. (7) because the term bp−p0+1,p−p0 in
the numerator is undefined. Instead we define
εp0,p0µ (γ,p) = εp0µ (γ,p)+ p0γp(µ− p + p0)εp0−1µ (γ,p)/(p − p0). (8)
Let PSp0(γ,p) :E(γ,p) → ⊕∞0 A(p − k) be the linear isomorphism εp0,kµ (γ,p) →
Mp−kzµ. Let πp0(γ,p) be the representation PSp0 ◦ σ |E(γ,p) ◦ (PSp0)−1 of V on⊕∞
0 A(p − k).
Lemma 5.3. For p0 ∈ 1 +N/2 and p0  k < 2p0, εp0,kµ (γ,p) has a removable singularity
at p = p0. Its continuation to p0 is an element εp0,kµ (γ,p0) of Gk(γ,p0) with symbol
Mp0zµek0 .
Proof. Clearly εp0,kµ (γ,p) has symbol Mpzµek0 and is annihilated by(
Q − (p − k)(p − k − 1))(Q − (p − 2p0 + 1 + k)(p − 2p0 + k)).
Therefore if εp0,kµ (γ,p0) is defined it has symbol Mp0zµek0 and is annihilated by (Q −
(p0 − k)(p0 − k − 1))2, so it is in Gkµ(γ,p0).
It is straightforward to complete the proof by using Eq. (4) to check that the coefficients
of εp0,kµ (γ,p) in the basis Mpzµ+iπγ (e−1)i do not have poles at p0. Instead, we outline
a conceptual proof that it is enough to check the coefficient at i = 2p0 − 1 − k. In
fact our proof shows that if f (γ,p) is any scalar function such that the coefficient of
Mpzµ+2p0−1−ke2p0−1−k−1 in εkµ + f ε2p0−1−kµ has a limit as p → p0, then εkµ + f ε2p0−1−kµ
itself has a limit which lies in Gkµ.
Regard the action of Q on Ekµ in the basis Mpzµ+iei−1 as a (k + 1) × (k + 1) matrix
depending on γ and p. From this point of view, limp→p0(F kµ ⊕ F 2p0−1−kµ ) = Gkµ. There
are no poles in the coefficients in εkµ for i  2p0 − k, so after checking the coefficient at
i = 2p0 − 1 − k we know that the image of εp0,kµ in E/E2p0−2−k has a limit at p0. Now
Gk projects injectively to this quotient at p0, so there exists a unique element ε¯kµ(γ,p0) of
Gkµ whose projection is this limit. Since Fk ⊕F 2p0−1−k → Gk , there must be some scalar
function f (γ,p) such that εkµ + f ε2p0−1−kµ goes to ε¯kµ. But limp→p0(εkµ + f ε2p0−1−kµ )
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are determined by the coefficient at i = 2p0 − 1 − k in ε¯kµ. It follows that εp0,kµ → ε¯kµ. 
Definition. For E(γ,p) singular, define ε¯kµ(γ,p) to be ε
p,k
µ (γ,p). The singular projective
basis of E(γ,p) is {ε¯kµ(γ,p): µ ∈ C, k ∈ N}. Write PS(γ,p) for the associated projective
symbol and π¯(γ,p) for the associated action of V on ⊕∞0 A(p − k).
6. The singular action of V
In this section we state our main result, Theorem 6.3, the formula for π¯ in the singular
case. Recall that this is equivalent to the formula for the action of V on the singular
projective basis {ε¯kµ}. The proofs of the results in this section are given in Section 7.
We begin with the definitions and properties of the two new types of cochains appearing
among the subdiagonal entries of π(γ,p) in the singular case. These cochains are not
projectively relative but they are affine-relative, where the affine subalgebra b ⊂ a and its
opposite subalgebra b+ = θ(b) are
b = Span{e−1, e0}, b+ = Span{e1, e0}.
The first new type of cochain is called αp(γ ) and will appear along the AD
(antidiagonal) of π . It is defined by an explicit formula involving the action of V on
ε
p−1
0 (which recall is given by Proposition 5.2). The definition is not illuminating; more
important are the properties of αp given in the subsequent lemma.
Definition. For p ∈ 1 + N, let αp(γ ) be the Ep−1(γ,p)-valued 1-cochain of V defined as
follows. For −1 n 1, αp(γ )(en) = (n2 + n)εp−1n (γ,p). For n 2,
αp(en) = σ
(
1
(n− 2)!
(
3en1 − 2en−21 e2
)+ 2en)εp−10 ,
αp(e−n) = (−1)n 1
(n− 2)!σ
(
3en−1 + 2en−2−1 e−2
)
ε
p−1
0 .
Let α+p (γ ) be the Ep−1(γ,p)-valued 1-cochain (−1)pαp(γ )θ .
Lemma 6.1. Consider the space of b-relative E(γ,p)-valued 1-cochains of V with
a-relative coboundaries. For p /∈ 1 + N it is zero. For p ∈ 1 + N it is Cαp ⊕ C1(V,a,E)
(see Lemma 3.1). The cochain αp is the unique b-relative E-valued 1-cochain of V such
that ∂αp is a-relative and αp(en) ≡ (n2 + n)εp−1n modulo Ep−3 for |n| 2.
It has the following additional properties. It satisfies αp(en) ≡ (n2 + n)εp−1n modulo
Ep−3 for all n, with equality for −1  n  2. Its coboundary ∂αp is Ep−5-valued.
The restriction αp |a is an a-cocycle which is non-trivial if and only if E is special
(γp = 0). The 1-cochain α+p is b+-relative and equal to αp − 2∂εp−1. Under differential0
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αp(en) lies in Span{εp−1n , εp−3n , εp−5n , . . .} and αp is up to a scalar the unique element of
Cαp ⊕ C1(V,a,E) of C-parity (−1)p−1.
The second new type of cochain comes in two variations, called δp+q,p and δp,p+q .
They will appear in the LST and the UST, respectively. Note that both are zero on a.
However, they are not a-relative because they are not a-covariant. The composition
occurring in their definition is composition of differential operators.
Definition. For p ∈ 1 +N and q ∈ 2 + N, let δp+q,p(γ ) be the Ep+q−3(γ,p + q)-valued
1-cochain of V defined as follows. For −1 n 1, δp+q,p(en) = 0. For n 2,
δp+q,p(γ )(en) = − 12
(n− 2)!σ(e1)
n−2(εq−22 ◦ εp−10 )+ 2βq(γ + p)(en) ◦ εp−10 ,
δp+q,p(γ )(e−n) = (−1)n−1 12
(n− 2)!σ(e−1)
n−2(εq−2−2 ◦ εp−10 ).
Define also δp,p+q(γ ) = (−1)p+qδp+q,p(1 − p − q − γ )C and
δ+p+q,p(γ ) = (−1)p+qδp+q,p(γ )θ , δ+p,p+q(γ ) = (−1)p+qδp,p+q(γ )θ .
Lemma 6.2. For p ∈ 1 + N and q ∈ 2 + N, δp+q,p and δp,p+q are the unique
Ep+q−3(γ,p + q)-valued 1-cochains which are zero on a and have the property that the
2-cochains ∂δp+q,p(γ ) + βq(γ + p) ∪ αp(γ ) and ∂δp,p+q(γ ) + αp(γ + q) ∪ βq(γ ) are
a-relative. Both are b-relative and their symbols are given by
−δp+q,p(en) ≡ δp,p+q(en) ≡ 12
(
n3 − n)(n − 2)εp+q−3n mod Ep+q−4
for all n, with equality for −1  n  3. Furthermore, both of the above 2-cochains are
Ep+q−5-valued. The 1-cochains δ+p+q,p(γ ) and δ+p,p+q(γ ) are b+-relative and equal
to δp+q,p(γ ) − 2βq(γ + p) ◦ εp−10 (γ,p) and δp,p+q(γ ) + 2εp−10 (γ + q,p) ◦ βq(γ ),
respectively.
We now proceed to our main theorem, the formula for the matrix entries π¯ij . We will
see that PS is a b-equivalence and so π¯ |b is diagonal. As mentioned in the introduction,
some parts of Theorem 6.3 were obtained by Gargoubi [10]. He chose a different b-split
singular projective basis and computed the corresponding b-relative a-cocycles πi,1−i |a on
the antidiagonal. It turns out that the πi,1−i |a are the same for all b-split choices, although
the πi,1−i themselves are not. Therefore Gargoubi’s results are equivalent to computing
αp(γ )|a and the scalars ai,1−i defined below. See Section 9 for further discussion of his
work.
Before stating the theorem we must define the scalar coefficients which appear in the
matrix entries π¯ij . Some of these coefficients are defined as limits; it is not hard to use the
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simplify them.
Definition. Let E(γ,p) be singular. Define scalars associated to the lower triangular
entries of π¯(γ,p) as follows:
• For π¯i,1−i on the AD, let ai,1−i (γ ,p) = − 12 (2i − 1)2
(
p+i−1
p−i
)(2γp+i−1
2γp−i
)
.
• For π¯ij in the LST, let dij = bi,1−j a1−j,j .
• For π¯ij in the UST, let dij = ai,1−ib1−i,j .
• For π¯ij in the LST but not on the 1-hook, let
b¯ij (γ ,p) = lim
x→0
(
bi+x,j+x(γ,p + x)
− bi+x,1−j+x(γ,p + x)b1−j+x,j+x(γ,p + x)
b2,0(j + x,1 − 2j)
)
.
• For π¯ij in the UST but not on the 1-hook, let
b¯ij (γ ,p) = lim
x→0
(
bi+x,j+x(γ,p + x)
+ bi+x,1−i+x(γ,p + x)b1−i+x,j+x(γ,p + x)
b2,0(1 − i + x,2i − 1)
)
.
• For the 1-hook entries π¯i0 and π¯1j , let
b¯i0(γ,p) = lim
x→0
(
bi+x,x(γ,p + x)+ pγp+xbi+x,1+x(γ,p + x)/x
)
,
b¯1j (γ,p) = lim
x→0
(
b1+x,j+x(γ,p + x)− pγp+xbx,j+x(γ,p + x)/x
)
.
Theorem 6.3. Let E(γ,p) be singular. The projective symbol PS is a b-equivalence and
the matrix entries π¯ij are b-relative for i > j .
• On the LRT, URT, AD−, and AD+, π¯ij = bij βi−j (j).
• On the AD, π¯i,1−i = ai,1−iα2i−1(1 − i).
• In the LST, π¯ij = b¯ij βi−j (j)+ dij δi−j,1−2j (j).
• In the UST, π¯ij = b¯ij βi−j (j)+ dij δ2i−1,i−j (j).
The last results of this section explain the reasons for our choice of the singular
projective basis. Recall that the differential operator conjugation C of Section 4 is an
involution of E only in the special case. One checks that the space E(j, i − j) in which the
matrix entry π¯ij takes values is special if and only if π¯ij is on the AD. As Proposition 6.5
explains, our choice of the singular projective basis is almost the only one with the property
that the AD matrix entries have C-parity (−1)2p. See Section 9 for further discussion.
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associated to some choice {εkµ} of the singular projective basis. Then there are maps
ti,1−i :A(1 − i) → A(i), 1  i  p, such that π is related to π¯ as follows. On the
AD, πi,1−i = π¯i,1−i + ∂ti,1−i . In the LST, πij = π¯ij + π¯i,1−j ◦ t1−j,j . In the UST,
πij = π¯ij − ti,1−i ◦ π¯1−i,j . Otherwise (in particular, on the AD− and the AD+), πij = π¯ij .
Proposition 6.5. In the setting of Lemma 6.4, suppose further that the projective symbol
PS associated to the choice {εkµ} is a b-equivalence and the associated matrix entries πij
are differential operator-valued. Then each map ti,1−i of Lemma 6.4 is an a-invariant
differential operator (and hence a multiple of the operator Bol2i−1(1 − i) defined in
Section 7). Moreover, πij − π¯ij is proportional to βi−j (j) for all i > j (treat β1 as zero).
In the half-integral singular case, {ε¯kµ} is the unique choice of the singular projective
basis such that PS is a b-equivalence, the πij are differential operator-valued, and the AD
entries πi,1−i have C-parity (−1)2p. In the integral singular case there is a 1-parameter
family of such choices, defined by εpµ = ε¯pµ + cµε¯p−1µ and εkµ = ε¯kµ for k 	= p, where c is
the parameter.
The matrices below illustrate the form of π¯ in the singular case. The first represents
the block of π¯ in the integral case corresponding to the subquotient Ep+4/Ep−6, and
the second represents the block in the half-integral case corresponding to the subquotient
Ep+7/2/Ep−11/2. For clarity we omit the scalars and the summands βi−j in the singular
triangles.
π¯ ∼

π−4
0 π−3
β2 0 π−2
β3 β2 0 π−1
β4 β3 β2 0 π0
δ1,5 δ1,4 δ1,3 β2 α1 π1
δ3,6 δ3,5 β4 α3 β2 0 π2
δ5,7 β6 α5 β4 δ3,1 β2 0 π3
β8 α7 β6 δ5,3 δ4,1 β3 β2 0 π4
α9 β8 δ7,5 δ6,3 δ5,1 β4 β3 β2 0 π5

π¯ ∼

π−7/2
0 π−5/2
β2 0 π−3/2
β3 β2 0 π−1/2
β4 β3 β2 0 π1/2
δ2,5 δ2,4 β3 α2 0 π3/2
δ4,6 β5 α4 β3 β2 0 π5/2
β7 α6 β5 δ4,2 β3 β2 0 π7/2
α8 β7 δ6,4 δ5,2 β4 β3 β2 0 π9/2

(9)
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In this section we define the affine Bol operator Bolp(γ ), p ∈ N, and use it to prove
the results of Section 6. Our strategy is as follows. First we regard Bolp as a 0-cochain
and prove that its coboundary is −pγpαp + b2,0βp . Next we fix a singular value p0 and
consider some regular p near p0. Recall the modified regular basis {εp0,kµ } of E(γ,p) and
the associated representation πp0(γ,p) of V on ⊕∞0 A(p − k) from Section 5. We use
our formula for ∂Bolp to prove that the matrix entries πp0p−k,p−l(γ ,p) are multiples of
αl−k(p − l) whenever π¯p0−k,p0−l is on the AD of the singular representation π¯(γ,p0).
Furthermore, we compute the multiples and the other matrix entries. To complete the
proof of Theorem 6.3, we need only note that π¯(γ,p0) = limp→p0 πp0(γ,p) because
ε¯kµ(γ,p0) = limp→p0 εp0,kµ (γ,p).
We will make regular use of the following elementary facts. First, if g is a subalgebra
of V and ν is a 1-cochain of V (with values in any module) such that ν(g) = 0 and
∂ν(g ∧ V) = 0, then ν is g-relative. Second, for any positive integers p and n, Eq. (3)
shows that the subspace of e−1-invariants in Ep−1n (γ,p) is Cεp−nn if n  p and zero if
n > p.
Definition. For p ∈ N, the affine Bol operator Bolp(γ ) ∈ E(γ,p) is Mpzpπγ (e−1)p . The
opposite Bol operator Bol+p (γ ) ∈ E(γ,p) is (−1)p Adθ Bolp(γ ) = Mpz−pπγ (e1)p .
Lemma 7.1. There are no b-invariant operators in E(γ,p) unless p ∈ N, in which case
Bolp(γ ) is the unique such operator up to a scalar. It satisfies
Bolp(γ )C = (−1)p Bolp(1 − p − γ ) and
∂Bolp(en) ≡ −pγp
(
n2 + n)εp−1n + b2,0(γ,p)βp(en) mod Ep−3, (10)
with equality for −1 n 2 (b2,0 is given by Eq. (6)).
There are no b+-invariant operators in E(γ,p) unless p ∈ N, in which case Bol+p (γ )
is the unique such operator up to a scalar. It satisfies
∂Bol+p (en) ≡ −pγp
(
n2 − n)εp−1n + b2,0βp(en) modulo Ep−3,
with equality for −2  n  1. Furthermore, Bol+p = Bolp +2pγpεp−10 and ∂εp−10 (en) ≡
nε
p−1
n modulo Ep−3, with equality for |n| 1.
There are no a-invariant operators in E(γ,p) unless either p = 0 or p ∈ 1 + N and
γp = 0. In these cases Bolp is equal to Bol+p and is the classical projective Bol operator, the
unique a-invariant operator up to a scalar. Here ∂Bolp = (p3 − p)βp/12. Furthermore,
we have βq(γ + p) ◦ Bolp(γ ) = βp+q(γ ) and Bolp(γ + q) ◦ βq(γ ) = βp+q(γ ) for any
q ∈ 2 +N.
There are no V-invariant operators in E(γ,p) unless either p = 0, when Bol0 = 1 is
the unique such operator up to a scalar, or γ = 0 and p = 1, when Bol1(0) = Me0 is the
unique such operator up to a scalar.
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values in Ep−1. Any b-invariant element of E is Q-invariant and hence lies in Gp0 , forcing
p ∈ N. For the uniqueness, note that εp−10 is not b-invariant so Gp0 contains only a line of
b-invariant elements.
To prove ∂Bolp(e1) = −2pγpεp−11 , note that σ(e−1)∂Bolp(e1) = 0 because ∂Bolp is
b-relative. Therefore ∂Bolp(e1) is an e−1-invariant element of Ep−11 , hence a multiple of
ε
p−1
1 . The multiple can be evaluated by an easy symbol calculation.
To prove ∂Bolp(e2) = −6pγpεp−12 + 6b2,0εp−22 note that σ(e−1)∂Bolp(e2) =
3∂Bolp(e1) = −6pγpεp−11 because Bolp is b-relative. It follows that ∂Bolp(e2) +
6pγpεp−12 is an e−1-invariant element of E2, i.e., a multiple of ε
p−2
2 . This multiple can
be evaluated by a rather long but direct calculation modulo Ep−3.
In order to prove Congruence 10, apply the double symbol map DSp−1 :Ep−1 →
A(1)⊕ A(2) from Lemma 3.3. We must prove DSp−1 ∂Bolp(en) = −pγp(n2 + n)Mzn +
b2,0(n3 −n)M2zn. Since DSp−1 is V-covariant, we know that DSp−1 ∂Bolp is a b-relative
cocycle with values in A(1) ⊕ A(2). It is well known (and easy to check) that all such
cocycles are of the form en → c1(n2 + n)Mzn + c2(n3 − n)M2zn for some scalars c1
and c2. Here these scalars are given by our calculation of ∂Bolp(e2).
The first two sentences of the second paragraph may be obtained from the first paragraph
by applying Adθ . To verify that Bol+p −Bolp is 2pγpεp−10 , note that both Bolp and Bol+p
are Q-invariant and hence lie in Gp0 . Since they have the same symbol their difference
must be an element of Fp−10 , i.e., a multiple of ε
p−1
0 . The multiple is given by a symbol
calculation. The congruence for ∂εp−10 follows from those for Bolp and Bol
+
p . More
directly, it is immediate from Proposition 5.2.
The first two sentences of the third paragraph are consequences of the fact that Bolp
is a-invariant if and only if ∂Bolp(e1) = 0. In this case ∂Bolp is a-relative and so by
Lemma 3.1 it is a multiple of βp . This forces Congruence 10 to be an equality, giving the
multiple. To prove that βq(γ + p) ◦ Bolp(γ ) is equal to βp+q(γ ), note that it is a-relative
because here both Bolp and βq are. It has the same symbol as βp+q , so Lemma 3.1 proves
them equal. The other equation follows similarly. The last paragraph is a corollary of the
first three. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Our strategy is to use Bolp to define an E-valued 1-cochain αˇp ,
prove that it has all the properties we claim for αp , and then prove αˇp = αp . Therefore for
p ∈ 1 +N and γp 	= 0 we set
αˇp(γ ) =
(
b2,0(γ,p)βp(γ ) − ∂Bolp(γ )
)/
pγp (11)
(at p = 1, β1 is undefined but b2,0 = 0). It is a key point that the right hand side of this
equation has a removable singularity at γp = 0, as its numerator is a polynomial in γ which
is zero when γp = 0 by Lemma 7.1. Thus αˇp(γ ) is defined for all γ .
Since βp and Bolp are b-relative, αˇp is also. By Lemma 3.1, ∂αˇp = b2,0∂βp/pγp is
a-relative and Ep−5-valued. By Lemma 7.1, αˇp(en) ≡ (n2 + n)εp−1n modulo Ep−3 for
all n, with equality for −1 n 2.
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it is b-relative. In the case γp 	= 0 it is −∂Bolp|a/pγp . In the case γp = 0 one checks
directly from the definition of σ(en) that all b-invariant linear maps (whether or not they
are differential operators) are a-invariant, so αˇp|a is non-trivial.
Now define αˇ+p (γ ) to be (−1)pαˇp(γ )θ . By Lemma 4.1, αˇ+p is b+-relative. Section 4
and Lemma 7.1 give αˇ+p = (b2,0βp − ∂Bol+p )/pγp . A further application of Lemma 7.1
gives αˇ+p = αˇp − 2∂εp−10 . Note that αˇ+p (en) ≡ (n2 − n)εp−1n modulo Ep−3, with equality
for −2 n 1.
To prove αˇp(γ )C = (−1)p−1αˇp(1 − p − γ ), recall from Lemmas 4.2 and 7.1 that
βp(γ )
C = (−1)pβp(1 − p − γ ) and Bolp(γ )C = (−1)p Bolp(1 − p − γ ). Then use the
facts that C commutes with ∂ and that under the involution (γp,p) → (−γp,p), b2,0 is
even and γp is odd.
Next consider the first paragraph of the lemma. Suppose that ω is a non-zero b-relative
E-valued 1-cochain with a-relative coboundary. The b-relativity implies σ(e−1)ω(e1) = 0,
so either ω(e1) = 0 or p ∈ 1 + N and ω(e1) ∝ εp−11 . In the former case ω is a-relative so
p ∈ 2+N by Lemma 3.1. Thus ω 	= 0 implies p ∈ 1+N. Moreover, since αˇp(e1) = 2εp−11
we can choose c such that ω − cαˇp is zero on e1 and therefore is a-relative. It follows that
the space of b-relative 1-cochains with a-relative coboundaries is Cαˇp ⊕ C1(V,a,E).
Suppose that ω is a b-relative E-valued 1-cochain with a-relative coboundary such that
ω(en) ≡ (n2 + n)εp−1n modulo Ep−3 for |n| 2. The b-relativity implies ω(e1) = 2εp−11 ,
so ω − αˇp is a-relative and maps e±2 to Ep−3. It follows that it is Ep−3-valued, so
Lemma 3.1 gives ω = αˇp .
It remains to prove that αˇp = αp . From αˇp = αˇ+p + 2∂εp−10 we obtain αˇp(e−2) =
4εp−1−2 + 2σ(e−2)εp−10 . Equation (3) and the b-relativity of αˇp now yield αˇp(en) = αp(en)
for n  −2. To verify this for n  2, compute αˇ+p (e2) similarly, use b+-relativity to
compute αˇ+p (en) for n 2, and apply αˇp = αˇ+p + 2∂εp−10 . 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. The results for δp,p+q follow from those for δp+q,p by applying C,
so we will only discuss δp+q,p. As we did in the proof of Lemma 6.1, we will use Bolp
to define a 1-cochain δˇp+q,p , prove that it has the properties claimed for δp+q,p , and then
prove δˇp+q,p = δp+q,p. Therefore for p ∈ 1 +N, q ∈ 2 +N, and γp 	= 0 we set
δˇp+q,p(γ ) = −
(
βq(γ + p) ◦ Bolp(γ )− βp+q(γ )
)
/pγp. (12)
Like Eq. (11), this equation extends to γp = 0 by continuity. Clearly δˇp+q,p is b-relative
and zero on a, and it is Ep+q−3-valued by a symbol argument. To prove that ∂δˇp+q,p +
βq ∪αp is a-relative and Ep+q−5-valued, apply ∂ to Eq. (12) and use Lemmas 3.1 and 7.1.
To prove that δˇp+q,p has the uniqueness properties claimed for δp+q,p , suppose that ω
is another such cochain. Then ω − δˇp+q,p is an Ep+q−3(γ,p + q)-valued 1-cochain that
is zero on a and has a-relative coboundary. Therefore it is a-relative and hence zero by
Lemma 3.1.
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δˇp+q,p − 2βq ◦ εp−10 . Note that since δˇp+q,p is b-relative and Ep+q−3-valued, δˇp+q,p(e2)
is an e−1-invariant element of Ep+q−3(γ,p + q)2, hence zero. Therefore δˇ+p+q,p(e2) =
−2βq(e2) ◦ εp−10 , whence one obtains formulae for δˇ+p+q,p(en) and δˇp+q,p(en) for n 2
from the fact that δˇ+p+q,p is b+-relative. The case n−2 is handled similarly, leading to
δˇp+q,p = δp+q,p.
Finally, the symbol of δp+q,p can be calculated directly from its definition. We have
already proven that δp+q,p(en) = 0 for −1  n  2. By b-relativity, δp+q,p(e3) is e−1-
invariant so it is a multiple of εp+q−33 . Thus the symbol formula is an equality for−1 n 3. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Fix p0 ∈ 1 + N/2 and recall the modified regular basis εp0,kµ of
E(γ,p) and the associated representation πp0 from Section 5. Since limp→p0 ε
p0,k
µ (γ,p) =
ε¯kµ(γ,p0), we have limp→p0 πp0(γ,p) = π¯(γ,p0). Therefore to prove Theorem 6.3 it suf-
fices to compute πp0(γ,p) for p near but not equal to p0.
Because of the way the εp0,kµ are defined, πp0 can be obtained by modifying π one
hook at a time. To explain this, let p be regular and fix k1 > k2 in N. Suppose that
{ε˜kµ} is a modification of the regular projective basis defined by ε˜k1µ = εk1µ + cµεk2µ for
some scalars cµ and ε˜kµ = εkµ for k 	= k1. Let π˜ be the associated representation of V on⊕∞
0 A(p − k). Write r1 for p − k1 and r2 for p − k2, and let tr2,r1 :A(r1) → A(r2) be the
map Mr1zµ → cµMr2zµ. It is an exercise to check that the entries of π and π˜ are related
by
π˜r2,r1 = πr2,r1 + ∂tr2,r1,
π˜i,r1 = πi,r1 + πi,r2 ◦ tr2,r1 for i > r2,
π˜r2,j = πr2,j − tr2,r1 ◦ πr1,j for j < r1, (13)
and π˜ij = πij otherwise.
Let us apply this for some pair (k1, k2) such that p0 < k1 < 2p0 and k2 = 2p0 − 1 − k1.
We wish to choose tr2,r1 so that ε˜
k1
µ = εp0,k1µ (γ,p). An examination of Eq. (7) shows that
this occurs if we define it by
tr2,r1 = −br2,r1(γ,p)Bolr2−r1(r1)/b2,0(r1, r2 − r1).
In fact, we designed our choice of the εp0,kµ so that π˜r2,r1 would be a multiple of αr2−r1(r1).
For i > r2 and j < r1, Eqs. (11), (12), and (13) lead easily to
π˜r2,r1 = ap0r2,r1αr2−r1(r1),
π˜i,r1 = bp0i,r1βi−r1(r1)+ d
p0
i,r1
δi−r1,r2−r1(r1),
π˜r2,j = bp0 βr2−j (j)+ dp0 δr2−r1,r2−j (j), (14)r2,j r2,j
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a
p0
r2,r1(γ,p) = (2k1 − 2p0 + 1)(p − p0)br2,r1(γ,p)/b2,0(r1, r2 − r1),
b
p0
i,r1
(γ,p) = bi,r1(γ,p)− bi,r2(γ,p)br2,r1(γ,p)/b2,0(r1, r2 − r1),
d
p0
i,r1
(γ,p) = bi,r2(γ,p)ap0r2,r1(γ,p),
b
p0
r2,j
(γ ,p) = br2,j (γ ,p)+ br2,r1(γ,p)br1,j (γ ,p)/b2,0(r1, r2 − r1),
d
p0
r2,j
(γ ,p) = ap0r2,r1(γ,p)br1,j (γ ,p).
Otherwise, π˜ij = πij . Thus π˜p−k,p−l can differ from πp−k,p−l only if π¯p0−k,p0−l is on the
(p0 − k2)-hook.
In the 1-hook case that p0 is integral, k1 = p0, and k2 = p0 − 1, we apply Eq. (13)
differently. Here an examination of Eq. (8) shows that we obtain ε˜p0µ = εp0,p0µ (γ,p) if we
define tr2,r1 by
tp−p0+1,p−p0(γ,p) = p0γp Bol1(p − p0)/(p − p0). (15)
As before, Eqs. (11), (12), and (13) yield Eq. (14) for r1 = p − p0 and r2 = p − p0 + 1,
but now the scalars are as follows. For i > p − p0 + 1 and j < p − p0,
a
p0
p−p0+1,p−p0(γ,p) = −p0γp,
b
p0
i,p−p0(γ,p) = bi,p−p0(γ,p)+ p0γpbi,p−p0+1(γ,p)/(p −p0),
d
p0
i,p−p0(γ,p) = −p0γpbi,p−p0+1(γ,p),
b
p0
p−p0+1,j (γ ,p) = bp−p0+1,j (γ ,p) −p0γpbp−p0,j (γ ,p)/(p − p0),
d
p0
p−p0+1,j (γ ,p) = −p0γpbp−p0,j (γ ,p).
To conclude the proof, make the above changes to π(γ,p) for every value of k1 such
that p0  k1 < 2p0, one value at a time. These changes are all commutative and the final
result is the action πp0(γ,p) associated to the modified regular basis εp0,kµ (γ,p). Taking
the limit as p → p0 (explicitly for ap0r2,r1 ) gives Theorem 6.3. The ε¯kµ form a b-split basis
because the subdiagonal cochains of π¯ are all b-relative. 
Proofs of Lemma 6.4 and Proposition 6.5. Lemma 6.4 is an easy exercise in the basis
change technique used to prove Theorem 6.3. For Proposition 6.5, note that PS is a
b-equivalence if and only if each ti,1−i in Lemma 6.4 is a b-map. By direct calculation
this forces ti,1−i |A(a,1−i) to be a multiple of Bol2i−1(1 − i)|A(a,1−i) for each a (recall
A(a,γ ) from the beginning of Section 2). The condition that the entries πij be differential
operator-valued then forces all the multiples to be the same, independent of a, so
ti,1−i ∝ Bol2i−1(1 − i). This is an a-invariant Bol operator, so by Lemma 7.1 we have
πi,1−i − π¯i,1−i ∝ ∂Bol2i−1(1 − i) ∝ β2i−1(1− i) on the AD. To prove πij − π¯ij ∝ βi−j (j)
in the LST and UST, apply Lemma 6.4 and paragraph 3 of Lemma 7.1.
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and (−1)2p−1, respectively. Therefore if ti,1−i ∝ Bol2i−1(1 − i) and πi,1−i has C-parity
(−1)2p, we must have ∂ti,1−i = 0. By Lemma 7.1, this forces ti,1−i = 0 or i = 1. In the
case i = 1 we get t1,0 = cBol1(0), a V-map. Since Bol1 = Me0, the scalars cµ associated
to t1,0 in the proof of Theorem 6.3 work out to be cµ. 
8. The special case and other exceptions
In this section we discuss singular cases in which some or all of the inclusions
F 2p−1−k ⊂ Gk are a-split. This occurs if and only if the restriction π¯1−p+k,p−k|a of the
corresponding AD entry is a trivial a-cocycle, which by Lemma 6.1 occurs if and only if
a1−p+k,p−k = 0. We remark that by Lemma 9.3, Gk is a-split if and only if it is Q-split.
We begin with the singular version of Proposition 4.3. It is a corollary of Proposition 4.3
and the fact that εp0,kµ (γ,p)C = (−1)kεp0,kµ (1 − p − γ,p).
Proposition 8.1. The singular projective basis satisfies
ε¯kµ(γ,p)
C = (−1)kε¯kµ(1 − p − γ,p),
and its V-action π¯ satisfies π¯ij (1 −p − γ,p) = (−1)i−j π¯ij (γ,p). Therefore as functions
of (γp,p) the scalars aij , b¯ij , and dij are all of parity (−1)i−j under γp → −γp. In
particular, when γp = 0 they are zero for i − j odd, and so in the special case the ε¯kµ
divide into bases of the ±1-eigenspaces E± of C.
8.1. The integral singular special case
Consider E(1/2 − p/2,p) for p ∈ 1 + N. Here all of the ai,1−i and dij are zero by
Proposition 8.1, so the ε¯kµ form an a-split basis of E(1/2 − p/2,p). In this case we give
three simple ways to obtain them.
First, E(1/2 − p/2,p) is invariant under the differential operator conjugation C. It
follows that for p  k < 2p, C leaves the 2-dimensional space Gkµ(1/2−p/2,p) invariant
and acts on it with eigenvalues ±1. Hence ε¯kµ(1/2 − p/2,p) is the unique element of Gkµ
with symbol Mpzµek0 and C-parity (−1)k .
Second, E(1/2 − p/2,p) contains the projective Bol operator Bolp(1/2 − p/2). It
follows that for all k  p,
ε¯kµ
(
1 − p
2
,p
)
= Bolp
(
1 − p
2
)
◦ εk−pµ
(
1 − p
2
,0
)
,
as both sides have the same symbol, Q-eigenvalue, and C-parity.
Third,
ε¯kµ
(
1 − p
,p
)
= lim εkµ
(
1 −p − x
,p + x
)
.2 x→0 2
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obtain ε¯kµ by letting (γ,p + x) go to (1/2 − p/2,p) along any path. Along the line
(1/2 − p/2 − x/2,p + x) we stay entirely in the special case where εp,kµ = εkµ, giving
the claim. The same argument shows that here the formula for the b¯ij reduces to
b¯ij
(
1 − p
2
,p
)
= lim
x→0bi+x,j+x
(
1 − p − x
2
,p + x
)
.
8.2. Other exceptional singular cases
Let E(γ,p) be any singular case. Observe that if Gk0 is a-split for some k0, then Gk is
a-split for all k  k0. In fact, it is clear from the formula for ai,1−i that the Gk will begin
splitting at k0 if and only if k0 = p ± 2γp. Equation (2) provides a simple explanation:
here the matrix of σ(Q) in the basis Mpzµ+i ei−1 is block diagonal. As a corollary we
recover Proposition 9.1 of [10]: in the integral singular case E(γ,p) is a-split if and only
if γp = 0, while in the half-integral singular case it is a-split if and only if γp = ±1/4.
More generally, we obtain the following lemma which we will need in Section 10.
Lemma 8.2. Let E(γ,p) be singular. Then for p  k < 2p, F 2p−1−k(γ,p) admits an
a-invariant complement in Gk(γ,p) if and only if 2γ ∈ Z and 1 − k  2γ  1 + k − 2p.
9. Remarks
9.1. Variations of the main theorem and its proof
We only arrived at the proof of the main theorem we have given after finding a more
direct but only partially complete proof, which we outline here. At the outset, the problem
is to choose the singular projective basis as naturally as possible and compute the action
of V on it. The first step is to note that, disregarding the free parameter associated to the
1-hook, the AD entries πi,1−i completely determine the singular εkµ. Working only with
the cup equation for π and not with the εkµ themselves, it is possible to prove that there
is a unique b-relative choice of πi,1−i with parity (−1)2p under the differential operator
conjugation C, of the form ai,1−iα2i−1(1 − i) for some scalar ai,1−i . From here one soon
discovers the δ cochains, after which it only remains to calculate the various scalars. We
were able to compute all of them directly with the exception of the b¯ij , for which we
needed the affine Bol operator proof.
As we mentioned in the introduction, another natural choice of the singular projective
basis is obtained by requiring symmetry under the Cartan involution. Clearly εˆkµ =
(−1)k Adθ ε¯k−µ is a b+-split basis, and a little work shows that the associated action πˆ of
V is given by πˆij = (−1)i−j π¯ θij . The most natural θ -symmetric basis is ε˜kµ = (ε¯kµ + εˆkµ)/2.
A few tricks based on the observation that the change of basis matrices between these
three bases are unipotent with nilpotent part of rank 2 show that the associated V-action
π˜ is given by π˜ij = (π¯ij + πˆij )/2. Note that by Lemma 6.1, π˜i,1−i = ai,1−i α˜2i−1(1 − i),
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formulae hold in the singular triangles, and elsewhere π¯ and π˜ are identical.
It is also possible to obtain the formulae for πˆij and π˜ij by using an appropriate
replacement for Bolp in Section 7. For πˆ , use Bol+p , and for π˜ , use (Bolp +Bol+p )/2,
up to a scalar the unique operator invariant under e0 and Q and of θ -parity (−1)p.
9.2. Results of [10]
Let us now discuss the overlap between our work and Gargoubi’s in more detail. First
we provide a brief dictionary between our notation and the more standard notation he uses.
Write elements of V as f (z)D and elements of A(γ ) as dzγ f (z), where f is an appropriate
function and D = d/dz. Then πγ (fD)(dzγ g) = dzγ (fg′ + γf ′g). Elements of E(γ,p)
may be written as
∑
k dz
pfk(z)D
k ; for example, Bolp = dzpDp . One finds the following
analog of Eq. (1):
σ(fD)
(
dzpgDk
)
= dzp
[(
fg′ + (p − k)f ′g)Dk − g k−1∑
i=0
(
k
i
)(
γ + i
k − i + 1
)
f (k−i+1)Di
]
.
It follows that the most general b-covariant map S from
⊕∞
0 A(p − k) to E(γ,p) is
S(dzp−kf ) =∑ki=0 skidzpf (k−i)Di , where the ski are arbitrary scalars. For example, in
the regular case
ski =
(
k
i
)[
2γ − 1 + k
2γ − 1 + i
][
2k − 2p
k + i − 2p
]−1
(16)
gives the unique a-covariant choice of S that is the identity on symbols, defined by
S(dzp−kzµ−p+k) = εkµ. Similarly, one can easily use Eqs. (7) and (8) to compute the
coefficients of the b-map Sp0 defined by Sp0(dzp−kzµ−p+k) = εp0,k(γ,p), which gives
our singular projective basis ε¯pµ at p = p0.
Section 9.1 of [10] gives the a-cocycle αp|a, Section 9.2 gives the scalars ai,1−i on the
AD in the singular case, and Lemma 9.4 gives the formula for his choice of the singular
projective basis. Using these results he proves Proposition 9.1, the condition for E(γ,p)
to be a-split in the singular case (see our Section 8), and his main result, the classification
of the V-modules Ek(γ,p) up to equivalence. His methods are direct calculations based
on the approach of [5], as opposed to our deformation of the regular case using the affine
Bol operator. His choice of the singular εkµ differs from ours: both are b-split, but his does
not have C-parity so the formula for the action of V on it is more complicated (see our
Proposition 6.5).
His Lemma 9.5 gives the action of V on his choice of the singular projective basis. It
contains errors stemming from the fact that his Eq. (38) is based on the false assumption
that any cochain which is zero on a must be a-relative. An examination of the cup equation
shows that in fact the cochains on the AD which are not zero on a give rise to cochains
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incorrect except on a and he does not have the δ cochains. This affects the coefficients in
his X′′′ calculations, throwing off his values for the b¯ij . However, his results on the regular
triangles are valid and are equivalent to our Proposition 5.2.
9.3. Results of [6,17]
The paper [17] of Martin and Piard classifies all non-trivial length 2 extensions of the
A(γ ). Such extensions may be written as matrices
(
πγ 0
ω πγ+p
)
, where ω is a 1-cocycle of
V with values in Hom[A(γ ),A(γ + p)]. In the regular case p 	= 0 or 1 − 2γ , they found
that up to equivalence ω = βp(γ ). Therefore extensions exist if and only if βp is a cocycle,
which occurs at p = 2, 3, and 4 for all γ and at p = 1, 5, and 6 for certain special γ .
In the case p = 1 − 2γ 	= 0 of singular non-self extensions, they found that up to
equivalence ω = αp(γ ). Therefore extensions exist here if and only if αp is a cocycle,
which occurs at p = 1 and those values of p such that βp is a cocycle for all γ , namely,
p = 2, 3, and 4. The equation ∂Bolp = a10αp + b20βp explains this phenomenon: it shows
that when ∂βp(γ ) = 0 for all γ , then ∂αp(γ ) = 0 for all regular γ and hence for singular
γ by continuity. Note that a10(γ,p) = 0 for singular γ , so plugging the singular case in to
the formula for ∂Bolp directly gives no information on αp , it only shows that there βp is
a coboundary (except in the strange case ∂Bol1(0) = 0, which gives rise to the difficulties
on the 1-hook).
The paper [6] classifies all completely indecomposable regular length 3 extensions of
the A(γ ). Here one finds that all three of the subdiagonal entries of the associated 3 × 3
matrix are proportional to the appropriate βp . The idea above should make it easy to use
these results to classify the completely indecomposable singular non-self extensions of
length 3 by performing a change of basis as in Section 7. In the case that one of the two
cocycles on the first subdiagonal becomes an α, the cochain on the second subdiagonal
will become a combination of a β and a δ. The other possibility is that the two cocycles
on the first subdiagonal will remain β’s and the cochain on the second subdiagonal will
become an α.
9.4. Pseudodifferential operators and the non-commutative residue
In [5] Cohen, Manin, and Zagier worked in the more general setting of pseudodiffer-
ential operators (Ψ DOs), where they found a beautiful symmetry arising from the non-
commutative residue, a V-map from the Ψ DOs to the scalars. As far as we know this map
was first discovered by Adler [1]. Here we extend our results to Ψ DOs and discuss the
associated symmetry.
Following [5], we consider Ψ DOs of arbitrary complex order. In our notation e−1 =
d/dz, so a Ψ DO from A(γ ) to A(γ +p) of weight µ ∈ C and order k ∈ C is a formal sum∑
i∈k−N aiMpzµ+iπγ (e−1)i for arbitrary ai ∈ C. In general these are not really operators
from A(γ ) to A(γ + p), but the Leibniz rule
πγ+p(e−1)k ◦
(
Mpzµ
)=∑(k
j
)(
πp(e−1)j
(
Mpzµ
)) ◦ πγ (e−1)k−j
j∈N
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A(γ + p + q). This composition coupled with the equation πγ (en) = zn(e0 + nγ ) defines
an adjoint action σ of V on Ψ DOs which generalizes Eq. (1).
For γ,p, k ∈ C, let Ψ k(γ,p) be the space of Ψ DOs from A(γ ) to A(γ + p) with
order in k − N. For W ∈ C a coset of Z, let Ψ W(γ,p) = ∑k∈W Ψ k(γ,p), and let
Ψ (γ,p) =⊕
W
ΨW(γ,p). Like Ek , Ψ k is V-invariant and Ψ k/Ψ k−1 ∼= A(p − k). We
say that Ψ k is regular if the eigenvalues of Q on A(p − k),A(p − k + 1), . . . are distinct,
and similarly for ΨW. One checks that Ψ k(γ,p) is singular if and only if 2k− 2p ∈ N and
ΨW(γ,p) is singular if and only if 2W− 2p ⊂ Z.
In the regular case we define εkµ(γ,p) to be the unique eigenvector of Q in Ψ k(γ,p) of
weight µ and symbol Mpzµ+kπγ (e−1)k . Proposition 2.3 generalizes to
εkµ(γ,p) = Mp
∑
i∈k−N
(
k
k − i
)[
2γ − 1 + k
2γ − 1 + i
][
2k − 2p
k + i − 2p
]−1 [
µ− p + k
µ− p + i
]
× zµ+iπγ (e−1)i,
and we define Fk(γ,p) to be Span{εkµ(γ,p): µ ∈ C} as before. Still in the regular
case, we define an a-equivalence from Ψ k(γ,p) to the appropriate formal completion
of
⊕
m∈k−N A(p − m) by εmµ → Mp−mzµ and use it to carry σ over to a representation
π(γ,p). Zariski density arguments now extend all of our work to Ψ DOs: in the regular
case the matrix entries πij (γ,p) :A(j)→ A(i) are given by Theorem 3.2 for all i ∈ C and
i − j ∈ N. In the singular case all of the definitions and results of Sections 5–8 carry over
verbatim.
The interpretation of the commutative residue in Section 4 suggests a way to define a
V-covariant non-commutative residue map NCR: realize A(1) and hence C as quotients
of the V-algebra ⊕γ,p Ψ (γ,p) of all Ψ DOs. To this end, note that Ψ Z(γ,p) splits under
V into E(γ,p) ⊕ Ψ−1(γ,p). Therefore we define NCR :⊕γ,p Ψ (γ,p) → C to be zero
except on
⊕
γ Ψ
−1(γ,0), where it is the classical residue of the symbol:
NCR
( ∑
i∈Z−, µ∈C
aiµz
µ+iπγ (e−1)i
)
= a−1,0.
Just as the commutative residue CR gave the V-invariant form 〈 , 〉CR on ⊕γ A(γ ),
the non-commutative residue NCR gives the V-invariant form 〈T ,T ′〉NCR = NCR(T T ′)
on
⊕
γ,p Ψ (γ,p). It is a V-invariant pairing of ΨW(γ,p) with Ψ−W(γ + p,−p), and so
the dual π∗(γ,p) is equivalent to π(γ +p,−p). This underlies the following proposition,
which gives a symmetry of the πij under the “antitranspose,” i.e., flipping the matrix over
the AD. Analogous symmetries of the coefficients bij , aij , dij , and b¯ij are immediate
corollaries. Note that (γ + p)−p = γp and (1 − γ )−p = −γp , so Propositions 4.3, 8.1,
and 9.1 give the symmetries of the πij under the Klein 4-group (γp,p) → (±γp,±p).
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πij (γ + p,−p) = −π1−j,1−i (γ ,p)C and
πij (1 − γ,−p) = (−1)i−j−1π1−j,1−i (γ ,p)C.
Identical formulae hold for π¯ in the singular case.
Proof. Unlike Proposition 4.3, this is easy to check directly. The first equation follows
from Eq. (5), after which the second follows from Proposition 4.3. The singular case can
then be proven from the definition of πp0(γ,p).
Let us use the map NCR to give a conceptual proof in the regular case. Here
〈Fk(γ,p),F k′(γ + p,−p)〉NCR = 0 unless k′ = −1 − k, because there is no a-inva-
riant pairing of A(γ ) and A(γ ′) unless they have the same Q-eigenvalue. Therefore
〈εkµ(γ,p), εk′µ′(γ + p,−p)〉NCR is 0 unless µ′ = −µ and k′ = −1 − k, in which case it
is clearly 1. Since this is also the formula for 〈Mp−kzµ,M−p−k′zµ′ 〉CR, we see that the
V-maps intertwining σ |Ψ (γ,p) with π(γ,p) and σ |Ψ (γ+p,−p) with π(γ + p,−p) carry
〈 , 〉NCR over to 〈 , 〉CR. This gives the result. 
It is well known that 〈 , 〉NCR is symmetric. We remark that our formula for the map
NCR on the εkµ gives another way to see this in the regular case.
9.5. The choice of εpµ(γ,p) and the 1-hook
Recall from Proposition 6.5 that in the integral singular case there is a 1-parameter
family of choices of the singular projective basis such that the AD entries of the associated
representations π are equal to those of π¯ . As yet we know of no naturally distinguished
member of this family. The correct interpretation of the singular composition formula
of Section 10 may yield one. We chose ε¯pµ as we did in order to make the coefficient of
Mpzµ+p−1πγ (e−1)p−1 in it as simple as possible without violating the symmetries of
Propositions 8.1 and 9.1.
Three remarks are in order. First, by Lemma 6.4 each representation π associated to a
basis in the 1-parameter family can differ from π¯ only on the 1-hook entries lying in the
LST and the UST. Second, Proposition 6.5 gives εp0 = ε¯p0 for every basis in this family.
In fact this can be seen directly: in any b-split choice of the singular projective basis, εp0
is b-invariant and is therefore Bolp(γ ) by Lemma 7.1. Third, Proposition 2.3 shows that
the limit limx→0 εp0 (γ,p + x) of the regular εp0 is actually defined here. However, it is not
Bolp(γ ). It is not too difficult to prove that it is (Bolp +Bol+p )/2.
The next proposition describes αp(en) in terms of εp−1n , . . . , ε0n. Recall that for
i  3, δi,1(0) is an E(0, i)-valued 1-cochain. Define scalars ∆in by δi,1(0)(en)(M0z0) =
∆inM
izn.
Proposition 9.2. Let p ∈ 1 + N. First, ε¯p0 (γ,p) = Bolp(γ ). Second, ∂Bolp = −pγpαp +
b2,0βp. Third,
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(
n2 + n)εp−1n + p∑
i=3
bi,1∆inε
p−i
n .
Proof. The first statement was proven above and the second during the proof of
Lemma 6.1. The third may be obtained from the second together with the fact that
σ(en)Bolp = PS−1 ◦ π¯(en)(M0z0). During the computation one needs to note that
βi(0)(en)(M0z0) = 0 for all i  3 and the scalars di,0 of Theorem 6.3 are equal to
−pγpbi,1. 
9.6. The singular action of the Casimir operator
We conclude this section with the formula for π¯ (Q). Since π¯ij (a) = 0 unless π¯ij
is on the diagonal or AD, the same is true of π¯ij (Q). Since π¯(Q) is an a-map,
Lemma 7.1 implies π¯i,1−i (Q) ∝ Bol2i−1(1 − i). To compute the multiple, use Q =
e20 − e0 − e1e−1 and the b-relativity of π¯i,1−i to verify π¯i,1−i (Q) = −π¯i,1−i (e1) ◦
π¯1−i,1−i (e−1). Here π¯i,1−i (e1) = −2ai,1−iε2i−21 (1 − i,2i − 1), which by Proposition 2.3
is −2ai,1−iM2i−1z2i−1π1−i (e−1)2i−2. This gives the following proposition.
Proposition 9.3. In the setting of Theorem 6.3, the Casimir operator Q acts as follows. On
the diagonal, π¯ii (Q) = i2 − i . On the AD, π¯i,1−i = −2ai,1−i Bol2i−1(1 − i). Otherwise,
π¯ij (Q) = 0.
10. Singular composition and transvectants
In this section we recall classical transvectants, compute the formula for singular
composition by deforming the regular composition formula, and interpret our results in
terms of certain singular analogs of transvectants.
10.1. Transvectants
The classical transvectant J ν,γk is an a-covariant bilinear differential operator from
A(ν) ⊗ A(γ ) to A(ν + γ + k). This forces k to be in N and usually determines
J
ν,γ
k up to a scalar. Explicit formulae for the transvectants have been known since the
nineteenth century; see [18] for references and a detailed description of the equivalence of
transvectants and Rankin–Cohen brackets. We will use the normalization given in [4]:
J
ν,γ
k
(
dzνf (z), dzγ g(z)
)= dzν+γ+k k∑
i=0
(−1)ik!
(
2ν + k − 1
k − i
)(
2γ + k − 1
i
)
f (i)g(k−i).
Two remarks are in order. First, this formula is equivalent to the Clebsch–Gordan
coefficients, which give the decomposition of the tensor product of two finite dimensional
representations of sl2. To explain, denote the 2n+1 dimensional irreducible representation
of sl2 of highest weight n ∈ N/2 by L(n). Since L(n) is a submodule of A(−n),
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k ∈ N. Conversely, the formula for the transvectants follows from the formula for the
decomposition of L(n) ⊗L(m) by Zariski density.
Second, it would seem natural to generalize the transvectants to a-covariant Ψ DOs
from A(ν) ⊗ A(γ ) to A(ν + γ + k). Probably one obtains such an operator for all k ∈ C
by replacing
∑k
0 with
∑k
−∞ in the formula for J
ν,γ
k , but we have not checked this.
Let us interpret the transvectants in terms of the regular projective basis. Since J ν,γk is
a differential operator, we may break the symmetry between ν and γ and view it as an
a-map from A(ν) to E(γ, ν + k). As long as any of the three conditions ν + k /∈ 1 + N/2,
ν > 0, or 0 < 2ν + k − 1 hold, Fk is the only a-submodule of E(γ, ν + k) with the same
Q-eigenvalue as A(ν). Therefore in this case we must have J ν,γk (M
νzµ) = Cεkµ for some
scalar C independent of µ. A short calculation using Eq. (16) gives C = [2ν+k−12ν−1 ].
If ν + k ∈ 1 + N/2 and ν  0  2ν + k − 1, the same reasoning shows that J ν,γk
must map A(ν) into Gk(γ, ν + k). If Gk is not a-split then J ν,γk must map A(ν) into
the a-submodule F 2ν+k−1 of Gk , a copy of A(1 − ν). Therefore it must be proportional to
J
1−ν,γ
2ν+k−1 ◦Bol1−2ν(ν), as this Bol operator is the only a-covariant differential operator from
A(ν) to A(1−ν). Note that in this case J ν,γk annihilates Mνzµ for µ = −1,0, . . . ,−1−2ν.
If Gk is a-split then there is a 2-parameter family of a-covariant maps from A(ν) to
E(γ, ν + k). Up to a scalar, J ν,γk is the only one which has a kernel. Any a-invariant
complement of F 2ν+k−1 in Gk determines an a-covariant map with no kernel. Combining
this discussion with Lemma 8.2 gives the following necessary and sufficient condition for
J
ν,γ
k to be unique. Note that the condition is symmetric in ν and γ , as it must be.
Proposition 10.1. There exist non-zero bilinear a-covariant differential operators from
A(ν) ⊗ A(γ ) to A(ν + γ + k) if and only if k ∈ N. In this case the transvectant J ν,γk
is up to a scalar the unique such operator unless 2ν and 2γ are both in 1 − k + N and
2ν + 2γ is in 1 − k −N (note this forces ν, γ  0). For such values of ν, γ , and k there is
a 2-parameter family of a-covariant differential operators. Up to a scalar, J ν,γk is the only
one which has a kernel when viewed as a map from A(ν) to E(γ, ν + k).
10.2. Singular composition
Suppose that p, q , and p + q are regular. Then there are scalars rj,k
i,µ′,µ(γ,p, q) such
that
ε
j
µ′(γ + p,q) ◦ εkµ(γ,p) =
j+k∑
i=0
r
j,k
i,µ′,µ(γ,p, q)ε
i
µ+µ′(γ,p + q). (17)
We refer to the formula for these scalars as the regular composition formula. It is
given in [5] in the following form. Write Comp(γ,p, q) for the composition map from
E(γ + p,q) ⊗ E(γ,p) to E(γ,p + q) and Compj,ki :Fj ⊗ Fk → F i for the restriction
of its ith summand to Fj ⊗ Fk . By the definition of the regular projective basis Compj,ki
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precisely,
PS|F i ◦ Compj,ki (γ ,p, q) = tj,ki (γ ,p, q)J q−j,p−kj+k−i ◦ (PS|Fj ⊗ PS|Fk ) (18)
for certain scalars tj,ki which were computed in [5]. The formula for r
j,k
i,µ′,µ follows from
the formulae for tj,ki and the transvectants. It will be convenient to define r
j,k
i,µ′,µ to be zero
for i > j + k.
For the remainder of this subsection suppose that at least one of p, q , and p + q is
singular. In this case Eq. (17) must be replaced by the singular composition formula, which
we now derive. Recall from Section 5 that for p singular, the deformed regular basis is
εp,kµ (γ,p + x)= εkµ(γ,p + x)+ cp,kµ (γ,p + x)ε2p−1−kµ (γ,p + x), (19)
where cp,kµ is given by Eqs. (7) or (8) for p  k < 2p and is zero otherwise. The singular
projective basis is ε¯kµ(γ,p) = limx→0 εp,kµ (γ,p + x).
If k 	= p,p+1/2,p+1, . . . ,2p−1, j 	= q, q+1/2, . . . ,2q−1, and j +k−p−q /∈ N,
we do not have a truly singular case. Here it was proved in [5] that Eqs. (17) and (18) are
still valid with the same formulae for rj,k
i,µ′,µ and t
j,k
i .
The simplest truly singular case occurs when p + q is regular. Here p and q cannot
both be singular. If p is singular then εj
µ′(γ + p,q) ◦ ε¯kµ(γ,p) is the limit as x → 0 of
ε
j
µ′(γ + p + x, q) ◦ εp,kµ (γ,p + x), which is given by the regular composition formula.
The case that q is singular is similar.
Next suppose that p + q is singular but p and q are not. Here we write εi
µ+µ′(γ,p +
q + x) in terms of εp+q,i
µ+µ′ to obtain
ε
j
µ′(γ + p + x, q) ◦ εkµ(γ,p + x) =
j+k∑
i=0
r
p+q,j,k
i,µ′,µ (γ,p + x, q)εp+q,iµ+µ′ (γ,p + q + x),
(20)
where
r
p+q,j,k
i,µ′,µ = rj,ki,µ′,µ − cp+q,2p+2q−1−iµ+µ′ rj,k2p+2q−1−i,µ′,µ.
Note that rp+q,j,k
i,µ′,µ is simply r
j,k
i,µ′,µ unless j + k  p + q and 2p + 2q − 1 − j − k  i <
p + q . The formula for εj
µ′(γ + p,q) ◦ εkµ(γ,p) in terms of the ε¯iµ+µ′(γ,p + q) follows
from Eq. (20) by taking the limit as x → 0.
Finally we have the cases that p + q and at least one of p and q are singular.
We describe the case that all three are singular; the other two are similar. Here the
formula for ε¯j
µ′(γ + p,q) ◦ ε¯kµ(γ,p) in terms of the ε¯iµ+µ′(γ,p + q) is obtained by
using Eqs. (19) and (20) to write εq,j
µ′ (γ + p + x, q + x) ◦ εp,kµ (γ,p + x) in terms of
the εp+q,i
µ+µ′ (γ,p + q + 2x) and taking the limit as x → 0. The following theorem gives the
results.
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as follows. First we have the case that p + q is regular, where p and q cannot both be
singular. The two cases are similar; we give the result when p is singular. Here
ε
j
µ′(γ + p,q) ◦ ε¯kµ(γ,p) =
j+k∑
i=0
r¯
j,k
i,µ′,µ(γ,p, q)ε
i
µ+µ′(γ,p + q),
where r¯ j,k
i,µ′,µ(γ,p, q) is the limit as x → 0 of
r
j,k
i,µ′,µ(γ,p + x, q)+ cp,kµ (γ,p + x)rj,2p−1−ki,µ′,µ (γ,p + x, q).
Second we have the case that p + q is singular. We give the formula when p and q are
also singular. The other three cases may be obtained from it as follows: if p is not singular,
delete all summands involving cp,kµ , and if q is not singular, delete all summands involving
c
q,j
µ′ . The result is
ε¯
j
µ′(γ + p,q) ◦ ε¯kµ(γ,p) =
j+k∑
i=0
r¯
j,k
i,µ′,µ(γ,p, q)ε¯
i
µ+µ′(γ,p + q),
where r¯ j,k
i,µ′,µ(γ,p, q) is the limit as x → 0 of
r
p+q,j,k
i,µ′,µ + cq,jµ′ rp+q,2q−1−j,ki,µ′,µ + cp,kµ rp+q,j,2p−1−ki,µ′,µ + cq,jµ′ cp,kµ rp+q,2q−1−j,2p−1−ki,µ′,µ .
(the omitted arguments on the right hand side are rp+q,· ,·
i,µ′,µ (γ,p + x, q + x), cq,jµ′ (γ + p +
x, q + x), and cp,kµ (γ,p + x)).
Note that the cases in which r¯ j,k
i,µ′,µ is given by the regular formula for r
j,k
i,µ′,µ may be read
off from this theorem. For example, when only p is singular this occurs unless p  k < 2p
and i  j + 2p − 1 − k.
10.3. Singular transvectants
The singular composition formula as given above is cumbersome. It would be better to
have a different version more in the spirit of Eq. (18), the form of the regular composition
formula given in [5]. We conclude by outlining an idea for finding such a formula. To
explain its origin let us first reinterpret the action of V on the regular and singular projective
bases.
When E(γ,p) is regular, the entries πij :A(j) → A(i) of the associated action
π(γ,p) of V on ⊕∞0 A(p − k) are a-covariant differential operators. Since the adjoint
representation of V is a copy of A(−1), πij must be proportional to the transvectant J−1,ji−j+1.
For j = i , πii(en) = ε1n(i,0) is indeed a multiple of J−1,i . For j = i − 1 we must have1
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kernel. This gives a conceptual way to see that πi,i−1 must be zero in the regular case. For
j  i − 2, πij ∝ J−1,ji−j+1 implies βi−j (j) ∝ J−1,ji−j+1. Since J−1,ji−j+1 is J 2,ji−j−2 ◦ Bol3(−1), it
is indeed zero on a.
When E(γ,p) is singular, p  k < 2p, and p  l < 2p, the V-action σ restricts to an
a-map from V ⊗ Gl → Gk . Moreover, carrying Gk over to A(p − k) ⊕ A(1 − p + k) by
ε¯kµ → Mp−kzµ yields the action(
πp−k 0
a1−p+k,p−kα1−2p+2k(p − k) π1−p+k
)∣∣∣∣
a
of a on Gk . This suggests that we define singular transvectants as follows. For notational
purposes we first define a 3-parameter family of a-modules. For γ ∈ −N/2 and a, x in C,
let B(γ, a, x) be the a-module acting on the space A(γ + x)⊕ A(1 − γ + x) by(
πγ+x 0
aα1−2γ (γ + x) π1−γ+x
)∣∣∣∣
a
.
This is an a-module because α1−2γ (γ + x)|a is a cocycle. By Lemma 6.1, it is equivalent
to the split module A(γ +x)⊕A(1−γ +x) if and only if either a = 0 or x 	= 0. For a 	= 0
and x = 0 all of the non-split modules B(γ, a,0) are equivalent to one another, so we write
simply B(γ ) for B(γ,1,0).
Definition. A singular transvectant is an a-covariant bilinear differential operator from
either A(ν)⊗ B(γ ) or B(ν) ⊗ B(γ ) to either A(τ) or B(τ), at least one B occurring.
In light of the equivalence of all B(γ, a,0) for a 	= 0, the a-map from V ⊗ Gl to Gk
defined by σ must correspond to a singular transvectant from A(−1)⊗B(p− l) to B(p−k)
if Gk and Gl are non-split (a similar statement holds if only one is non-split). Writing i for
p − k and j for p − l, we find that for i = j , i  j + 2, and i  j − 2, the corresponding
singular transvectants are multiples of(
πi 0
α1−2i π1−i
)
,
(
βi−j 0
δ1−i−j,1−2j 0
)
, and
(
0 0
δ1−2i,1−i−j βj−i
)
,
respectively, except that the latter two matrices may have some multiple of
( 0 0
β1−i−j 0
)
added. Thus the α and δ cochains of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 are essentially singular
transvectants. For i = j ± 1 the corresponding singular transvectants are multiples of( 0 0
β1−i−j 0
)
, which is really only a regular transvectant.
All possible types of singular transvectants arise in the singular composition formula.
Our idea is first to classify the singular transvectants and then to compute the singular
composition formula in terms of them. The classification can be carried out as follows.
First, the a-covariant bilinear differential operators from B(ν,1, x) ⊗ B(γ,1, y) to
B(τ,1, z) for x , y and z non-zero can be obtained from the classical transvectants by a
C.H. Conley, M.R. Sepanski / Advances in Applied Mathematics 33 (2004) 158–191 191change of basis, as these a-modules are split. Since B(γ ) = limx→0 B(γ,1, x), the singular
transvectants can then be computed by letting x , y , and z go to zero. In fact, this is the same
deformation idea we used to prove our main theorem. The case that one of the factors in
the range or domain of the singular transvectant is A(·) instead of B(·) can be dealt with
similarly.
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